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  Scrutiny Management Committee 7th June 2013 

Petition: Protect our Cornish Landscape from Wind Turbines  

Start Date: 17/09/2012   End Date: 17/03/2013   Lead Petitioner: Roger Farnworth  

Number of Signatures: 2043 

Background Information:  
Do you wish to protect Cornwall's landscape, residential amenity and tourism income? There are 
currently over 400 wind turbine applications before Cornwall Council. There will also be applications 
for large wind turbines on council owned farms. This petition requests Cornwall Council not to grant 
approval for wind turbines in the following specific cases: 
1 Sites are within or close to an A.O.N.B. (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty) 
2 Sites are within areas deemed important for tourism and Cornish business interests. 
3 Sites are within specified minimum distances from residential property, as proposed in the current 
Wind Turbines (Minimum Distances from Residential Premises) Bill i.e.  
Height up to 50 m - minimum distance 1 km (height measured base to tip) 
Height up to 100 m - minimum distance 1.5 km  
Height up to 150 m - minimum distance 2 km 
Height above 150 m - minimum distance 3 km  
 
Cornwall Council has been approached many times on these topics by Cornwall Protect. 
 
Your Petition:  
We, the undersigned, call on Cornwall Council not to grant approval for wind turbines in or close to 
an A.O.N.B. in tourist areas and within specified distances from residential property. 
 
The Lead Petitioner for the petition was Roger Farnworth, a resident of Warleggan Parish on Bodmin 
Moor.  Roger was a respected Archaeologist and nature lover, and was one of the first people to 
offer his support  in 2012 to Cornwall Protect, an organisation formed to warn the residents of 
Cornwall of the threat to Cornwall's Landscape from industrial wind turbines. Roger believed a 
petition was a valuable way of influencing Cornwall Council and worked tirelessly to achieve this 
aim. The fact that this petition is the second most popular petition on the website, with 2043 
signatures, is evidence of Roger's passion and persistence. The consideration of Roger's petition by 
this Committee today is a fitting tribute to Roger who died, very unexpectedly earlier this year. His 
daughter Cathy Farnworth has asked that I should speak on behalf of Roger as well as Cornwall 
Protect at this meeting. I will begin by using some of Roger's own words provided by Cathy. 
 

Roger loved the shifting landscape, the way the light changes, the wind bending the trees in ways 

entirely unknowable. Many people share that delight, and this is why they have chosen to live in 

beautiful unspoilt locations, and why so many tourists, the life blood of Cornwall, visit us each year. 

Roger felt it was vital to stop wind turbines being built in remote, wild locations, particularly in 

AONBs. He argued that, and I quote: "No political value is being placed on nature. The countryside is 

being given away free of charge to a very few people to help them develop wind farms or benefit 

personally from them. Many country dwellers resent the deep beauty of the countryside being stolen 

from them in favour of turbines which disrupt landscapes through their huge stature, constant 

motion and metallic structure.  It is the vast size of turbines that jars and does not fit with the 

landscape.  Under planning laws they should be treated as buildings”.  
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Roger also recognised Cornwall’s unique archaeological heritage is liable to serious harm by wind 

turbines. Roger’s soul sang when he saw the Neolithic barrows on the horizons, already thousands of 

years old before Jesus was born. The ancient world is around us. The highly visible structures, 

particularly barrows, of ancient peoples call across Cornwall to each other and to the heavens. They 

call across from parish to parish, from horizon to horizon. What a miracle that we, thousands of 

years later, can share in this. 

 Roger said, regarding a since withdrawn planning application for a wind farm on the slopes of Rough 

Tor; "If this is built, I feel we will have let down future generations who will never again experience 

the wild isolation and rugged beauty of Rough Tor’s archaeology. Their insights into the earliest 

Neolithic will be dominated by energy generators. I fear that some think knowledge filleted from the 

past is all that matters. It is the quest to imaginatively recreate Neolithic experience that will 

irrevocably be harmed by wind farms."  

Roger asked people to reflect that these turbines are the largest structures to be built during the 
whole immensity of time that humans have lived in Cornwall. They overtop the trees, the church 
towers, they do not bend to nature, they stop our seeing the ancient world and the ever present 
world of shifting light. They represent an industrialisation of the landscape in places that should be 
respected for the other qualities they offer.  
 
Roger's petition urges that no wind turbines should be placed in AONBs or other areas of particular 
beauty and asks us to respect and protect the unusual and fragile beauty of Cornwall’s landscapes. 
 
In speaking on behalf of Roger and Cornwall Protect I begin by stating that we are committed to the 
green agenda of "reduce reuse recycle" and support  renewable energy technologies. Cornwall 
Protect supporters cannot be ignored as NIMBYs, we are environmentally aware and concerned 
residents of this special county. But, as so graphically expressed by Roger, we recognise there are 
other priorities that have to be given very careful consideration when wind turbine planning 
applications are determined. It is by a lack of careful consideration of these other priorities, by failing 
to adequately assess the adverse impacts of renewable energy developments, that Roger and 
Cornwall Protect feel Cornwall Council, Members and Officers, have historically failed both the place 
and the people of Cornwall. This failure is causing damage to our greatest asset, our landscape and 
real harm to the residential amenity of individuals and communities. Hence the focus of the petition 
on landscape and separation distances from dwellings in an attempt to get Cornwall Council to 
recognise the dangers inherent in the "wind rush" they have allowed. 
 
We note that the provisions of the petition are supported by  the National Planning Policy 
Framework. At Paragraph 97, referring to renewable energy developments, it says, "ensuring that 
adverse impacts are addressed satisfactorily, including cumulative landscape and visual impacts". 
Paragraph 109, under "enhancing the natural environment", calls for action "protecting and 
enhancing valued landscapes", and emphasizes "the Government's commitment to halt the overall 
decline in Bio-diversity". Paragraph 126 states that, "Local Planning Authorities should set out in their 
Local Plan a positive Strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment", and 
notes, "Heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource".  
 
Cornwall Council has only recently started work on a method of assessing cumulative impact but 642 
MW of renewable energy has already been approved. An installed capacity that exceeds the 2020  
Target for Cornwall. English Heritage has already warned Cornwall Council that "wind turbines are 
replacing church towers as the dominant tallest structures in the landscape". Our landscape is 
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changing too quickly with the minimum of debate and with the minimum of analysis and 
understanding of impact. 
 
When communities, often containing relevantly qualified experts, analyse the information provided 
by renewable energy developers they discover it to be primarily desk-top exercises with no detailed 
local assessment of environmental impact. Landscape and Visual Impact Assessments typically 
contain many basic errors, and use misleading photomontages.  Noise assessments are  generic to a 
model of turbine and contain no locally derived background noise data. This, given current legal 
disputes regarding noise pollution, and the increased potential for health associated problems, 
amounts to a lack of a duty of care. The impact on wildlife and other biodiversity - so precious in any 
other context, e.g. Springwatch, gets very little attention. The lack of previous wildlife surveys, and 
weak understanding of impacts on wildlife, are used to conclude "no adverse impact". On the basis 
of such poor information Planning Officers, often ignoring Cornwall Council's landscape experts, and 
overriding Parish Council resolutions, make decisions on Wind Turbines Planning Applications that 
will affect individuals and communities for generations. Community members typically feel totally 
disadvantaged and sidelined from the discussion, as their involvement in the process appears limited 
to writing a letter of objection. 
 
I refer you to the Cornwall Council Statement of Community Involvement (December 2011) outlining 
how communities are to be involved in the planning process. This contains the 5 Principles of Public 
Engagement; access to information, plus the opportunities to contribute ideas, take an active part, 
be consulted and receive feedback. Historically Cornwall Council has failed on all these points with 
wind turbine planning applications. The process is certainly not transparent with communities being 
the last to know what is going on. Planning Officers have detailed discussions with developers, and 
take key decisions such as the need for an Environmental Impact Assessment -  but find no time to 
properly inform residents or attend local community or Parish Council Meetings. Enforcing 
conditions contained in Planning Permissions seems impossible. Remember the Dingle brothers 
turbine! This makes community members directly affected by wind turbine developments feel that 
renewable energy development is  a private matter for developers and planners. 
 
In July 2012 Cornwall Protect contacted the then Leader of Cornwall Council, and documented our 
concerns across a number of planning applications. We repeated our previous request for a meeting 
with Cornwall Council but received no response  We also received no response to our submission on 
the Draft Local Plan which was sent to every Cornwall Councillor. Cornwall Protect therefore decided 
to organise demonstrations outside County Hall during Cornwall Council Meetings. It is a very poor 
reflection on Cornwall Council that residents raising important issues have to resort to direct action 
to get noticed! 
 
  Thankfully  the previous Cornwall Council did agree to give greater protection to AONBs/AGHV and 
retain the AGLV designation within its Local Plan. Separation Distances were said to be appropriate 
for Supplementary Planning Guidance. We provided a further response to the Draft Local Plan on the 
18th April asking that Cornwall Protect be involved in the formulation of the Supplementary 
Planning Guidance. We have received no response. Having worked for Cornwall County Council for 
30 years I find this total failure to respond the antithesis of good local government, and we expect 
this Committee to hold the Cabinet to account for its continuing failure to engage with its residents 
and their representatives.  
 
In the absence of a response from Cornwall Council, Cornwall Protect used the media during the 
recent elections, placing adverts in the press outlining our concerns. On the 1st May the Western 
Morning News commented in its Leader Article, "If we have to give up parts of our beautiful 
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landscape and seascape in order to meet our needs for essential electricity to run our homes and our 
businesses, then at least let us do it in an ordered and strategic manner, convinced as anyone can be 
that the sacrifice is worth it and the benefits significant. Those assurances will come only with the 
creation of a fully integrated, costed and tested energy strategy that brings the majority of people 
with it. We're not surprised Cornwall Protect is making renewables an election issue with emotive 
language about "changing the face of Cornwall", "coming to a hilltop near you". Our landscape, 
particularly here in the West-Country, is one of our greatest assets that needs to be properly 
managed and treated with respect. This continuing ad hoc approach is a recipe for continuing rural 
conflict".  
 
Conclusion 
 
Roger's petition raised key issues for Cornwall Council, and was supported by 2043 people. An 
associated petition "Solar Farms on Farm Land" received 658 signatories. Roger's petition is second 
only in popularity to the petition that caused the resignation of the Leader of Cornwall Council. 
Roger's wishes and those of 2043 people should be similarly respected. 
 
The Cabinet, Councillors and Officers cannot continue to refuse to discuss these issues with the 
people of Cornwall and hide behind the excuses of the previous administration that its all the fault of 
Government Planning Policy and  the Planning Inspectorate. If so, what is the point of Cornwall 
Council? Our landscape and the well being of residents is at stake. Now is the time to take stock and 
assess the cumulative impact of these developments on Cornwall and its residents, while ensuring all 
renewable energy Planning Applications receive adequate assessments of adverse impact.  
 
Cornwall Protect ask again: 
 
1. Will Cornwall Council, its Leader, and relevant Portfolio Holder meet with Cornwall Protect to 
discuss planning process and procedural issues previously raised or do we have to continue to 
demonstrate, lobby, and use the Media? 
 
2. Will Cornwall Council involve Cornwall Protect in discussions about strengthening the Local Plan 
to protect sensitive landscapes/heritage assets/biodiversity and developing Supplementary 
Planning Guidance regarding separation distances or will they hide behind closed doors and an 
electronic consultation process?   
 
 
Danny Mageean 
Redland Farm 
St Ive 
Liskeard 
PL14 3TR 
 
for  www.cornwallprotect.org 
 


